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1. INTRODUCTION 
In [l] we studied a class of loop service systems (Fig. 1). Customers enter the 
system at any of N input terminals located on a loop, and queue for service. 
The service operation consists of the transfer of a customer from his point of 
entry to the output device (say a CPU). Th. is service operation is carried out 
bv a single server of capacity C. The server tours repeatedly the N stations 
T(N) 
9 
FIG. 1. A simple loop system. 
on the loop visiting them in the order indicated and transferring at most C 
customers during each tour. The capacity of the server is allocated among the 
JY stations according to the following discipline: the first station on the loop 
has claim to the full capacity. Succeeding stations are offered only a residual 
capacity; namely, the full capacity C reduced by the number of customers 
served at prior stations during that tour. We shall call this service discipline 
* The work of the first author was partially supported by the U.S. Air Force, 
Contract No. AF 49(638)-1682. 
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the loop discipline. It is of interest to determine the number of customers 
waiting for service (at each input terminal) and the related quantity, the time 
needed for a “typical” or virtual customer to receive service. Such calculations 
for the loop of Fig. 1 have been carried out in [l]. In this paper we introduce 
a generalization of the loop system which will contain input terminals, inter- 
mediate storage devices (buffers) and several servers. Again, requests will 
enter the system at the terminals where they queue for service. Whereas, 
before the terminals were all located on a mainloop and accessed the output 
device by means of a single server, some terminals in the generalized system 
will be located off the mainloop. For requests originating at these terminals 
the accessing process will require them to pass through several intermediate 
buffers before reaching the CPU and leaving the system. A typical request will 
therefore pass through several queues in series. In spite of this complicated 
structure it is still possible, as shown below, to calculate the expected value 
of the lengths of the queues at all input terminals and buffers. 
2. THE MAIN LEMMA 
We begin with an example in order to illustrate the main idea. Let us 
consider the loop service system of Fig. 2 with two input terminals. We obtain 
a generalization of this system by replacing the input terminals by the output 
devices of loop systems (Fig. 3). This new system 9 contains three servers 
(each of capacity C); a mainloop server that transfers requests which queue 
at the buffers B(l) and B@) to the system output device (a CPU), and two 
subloop servers that transfer requests from their respective input terminals to 
their respective output devices (the buffers). The service discipline within 
each loop is the loop discipline, and we assume that the servers operate in 
synchronism; that is, the j-th tour of all servers begins at the same instant 
of time. 
Requests to access the output device of .9 enter the system at any of the 
FIG. 2. Loop system with two terminals. 
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T(2.2) T (2.1) 
LOOP SYSTEM f 
FIG. 3. Loop system 9. 
five input terminals T(lJ), T(1*2), FJ), FJ), T”x”), their arrivals governed 
by input processes X(lJ), 9F2), 9Y1g3), 5Y-(2J), %(2,2). These requests first 
q;eue for service at their respective entry terminals. The server in the v-th 
subloop transfers these requests to the output buffer B(“). The contents of 
these buffers constitute in turn the requests in the mainloop. 
It may be helpful to view this configuration as representing the routes of a 
bus sytsem. Passengers enter the system at the five input terminals (bus stops) 
all wishing to be transported to the output device (the main station). A 
customer waits at his entry terminal, boards a “subloop bus” and is trans- 
ported to the buffer where he exits. The buffers play the role of transfer 
points to the bus serving the mainloop. Customers queue at these transfer 
points and finally board the mainloop bus which delivers them to the main 
station. 







the number of requests waiting for service at the i-th terminal 
in the v-th subloop, T(Y*i), just prior to the arrival of the v-th 
subloop server for his j-th visit. 
the number of requests waiting for service at the i-th terminal 
in the v-th subloop just after the j-th departure of the v-th subloop 
server. 
the number of requests waiting in the buffer B’“’ just prior to the 
arrival of the mainloop server for his j-th visit. 
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,fY,i’ 
3 the number of requests which enter the i-th terminal in the v-th 
subloop between the ( j - I)-st and j-th visits of the v-th subloop 
server. 
u, z UP + ip 3 3 3 ) y. = 3 min(C 9 WY ) + min( C, I@) > 31 3 1' 
This system evolves according to equations 
c c i-l wj(v.i’ = wk;’ _ c _ c @y’ + + + @A, k=l )! WI 
i-l 
c _ C Wt*k) = wj$ - x$‘, cw 
k=l 
I+) = (U$\ - C)+ + min(C, Wj!\), (2.3) 
Ui(z’ = ( UE\ - (C - U,‘gI)+)+ + min(C, Wj?J, (2.4) 
where a+ = max(u, 0). Here and elsewhere we adhere to the convention of 
using subscripts to indicate evolution in time, and superscripts to indicate 
the location or index of a particular terminal or buffer. Equations (2.1)-(2.4) 
yield the equations 
Wj(y’ = (Wj$ - C)’ + xy, (2.5) 
uj = (u,-l - C)” + Yj . (2.6) 
When the input processes are independent and with stationary independent 
increments (see Definition 3.4) the calculation of the queue lengths at the 
input terminals proceeds as in [I] since these queues are not affected by the 
mainloop process. The mainloop itself constitutes a loop system (with two 
input streams of requests) but these input processes are of a decidedly 
different character and the results of [I] are not directly applicable. In order 
to calculate the queue lengths at the buffers, we are led to consider the system 
L? of Fig. 4. 
Here we employ the notation p(“mi) in order to suggest a correspondence 
between this termina1 in 2 and the “related” terminal PYsf) in 8. As we 
shall now show, the numbers of customers waiting for service in these two 
systems are closely related and this relationship will enable us to calculate 
the expected number of customers queued for service in the buffers of 9. 
First we introduce state variables to describe the system 2: 
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FIG. 4. Loop system A? 
p$v,i) the number of requests waiting for service at the terminal l”l”S’) 
just prior to the j-th visit of the server. 
the number of requests which enter the terminal p(“,i) between 
the (j - l)-st and j-th visits of the server. 
Next the auxiliary state variables Vj’“) and Xj”‘) are defined by 
vy = c vy, x3(y) = 2 xj(yJ-). 
z e 
The system 5? evolves according to equations 
(i = 1, 2, 3). 
(2.7) 
(i = 1, 2). 
(2.8) 
In addition we introduce a class of events; the event c?~“)(cI) (in 9) is the 
event that during the j-th visit of the mainloop server 01 requests from the 
buffer B(“) are removed. The event I)“)“’ (in 8) is the corresponding event 
at the v-th group of terminals {F(y,i)}i in 2. 
The relationship between 5? and S? is given by 
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LEMMA 2.1. When the input processes to the two systems are identical 
(1) Vj(y)= @‘+ u$ WE,+ u~l-X& v= 1,2; 
(2) If VP) < c then ,y = u!v) . 3 3+1, 
(2’) If ?I$!, < c then q!$ = V!“‘. 3 9 
(3) If VP) > C then u$a c; 
(3’) If lJj$ > c then v!v’ > c- 3.-y 
(4) Then event 6$,(u) occurs if and only if the event c!?~)(oL) has occurred 
(0 < a < C). 
Remarks. (1) Statement (1) compares the number of requests waiting 
at the v-th group of terminals (T (V*+)}i and at the buffer B(“) in Y with the 
number of requests waiting at the corresponding group of terminals { TtV*i)}i 
in 8. These numbers of requests are equal when counted at different instants 
of time as indicated above. We cannot deduce the distribution of requests at 
individual terminals within a group; the invariant is their total number. 
(2) Statements (2)-(4) together show that the number of requests entering 
the output device of 64 at time j + 1 is equal to the number of requests 
entering the output device of 5? at time j. 
(3) The disparity in time between the two output processes may be 
removed if we delay the input processes to 2 by one unit of time (see Defini- 
tion 3.4). With delayed input processes into A? the streams of requests 
entering both output devices are identical. 
(4) We can use the Lemma to calculate the expected lengths of the queues 
at the buffers, E(Uj’)) and E(Uj2)), whenever it is possible to calculate the 
expected length of the queues at the terminals in both systems. This is the 
case when the input processes are independent with stationary independent 
increments. Even then the laws (Fjy*l)}, of the random variables {Wi”*‘)} do 
not generally converge in the ordinary sense (as j---f co). The appropriate 
notion of convergence of the laws is that of (C, 1)-convergence, i.e., 
When we speak of the stationary distribution we will mean the limiting 
distribution in this sense. 
Proof of Lemma 2.1. The proof is by induction on j. For simplicity we 
assume that all buffers are initially empty. Only slight modifications of the 
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proof are required otherwise. It is clear that we need only prove statements 
(l)-(4). Assume the Lemma holds forj < k. Then 
@yil = (@’ $- y”’ h A htl - c>+ = (w~l - c)-*, 
L7kJz = (Ui?, - a)+ 1; min(C, IV’! ) k 1, 




where we have assumed that event G‘jcy:r(cy) has occurred. From (2.9) and 
(2.1% 
u$ + wty’ kil == (LJ& - a)’ + I@f) + xg, . (2.12) 
We distinguish three cases: 
Case 1. V?) & 01. 
From (2.11), 
and thus by the induction hypothesis 
ug, + tvgl = xg, 
so that statement (1) of the Lemma holds with j = k + 1. 
Case 2. 01 < Vf) < C. 
From (2.1 l), 
V(Y) - vy- 
bfl - a + 4% , 
and thus the induction hypothesis yields 
ugz + tv& = ug1 - 01 + xi;., , 
so that statement (1) of the Lemma holds with j = k + 1. 
Case 3. VY > C. 
By the induct:on hypothesis O-& > C and hence 
vgl = vy - a + xg, , 
lJg, + tv& = ugl + I@) - 01 + xg, ) 
(2.13) 
(2.14) 
which again shows that statement (1) of the Lemma holds with j = k + 1. 
Statements (2) and (3) are proved similarly by induction and we omit the 
details. 
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To prove statement (4) we note that (2)-(3’) together imply that the number 
of requests waiting at the buffer B(“) and at the group of terminals (T(~si)}~ 
that will be served at times k + 1 and k by their respective servers is the same. 
Thus LY requests are served at the (k + 1)-st visit to B(“) if and only if a 
requests are served at the group of terminals {@s~)}~ at the k-th visit of the 
server. The stream of requests entering the output device of 9, delayed by 
one unit, is identical to the stream of requests entering the output device 
of 9. 
We shall call the loop system of Fig. 1 a l-loop system. 9 is an example of 
a 2-100~ system, obtained by replacing some or all of the input terminals of a 
l-loop system by the output devices of other l-loop systems. Lemma 2.1 is a 
special case of the more general result which we now formulate. 
Replace in the l-loop system of Fig. 1 each input terminal T(j) by an 
input station S(j) denoting the resulting system again by 9’. An input station 
represents either an input terminal or the output device of some l-loop 
system. r--(j) will denote the set of input terminals associated with the input 
station S(j) and is defined by 
the set of input terminals 
on the l-loop having S’(i) 
Define 
y(j) = as an output device if So) is not an 
input terminal 
{W} if S(j) is an 
input terminal. 
W!“’ 3 the total number of requests waiting at the group of input termi- 
nals YtV) just prior to the j-th visit of the server. 
,!y) 3 the total number of requests which enter the system through 
the group of terminals Y cV) between the (i - 1)-st and j-th visits 
of the server. 
TJ!J 3 the number of customers waiting at the input station Sy) just 
prior to the j-th visit of the server. 
+4 1 Y--(“) 1 = cardinality of 9”). 
Number the input terminals F-(v) Psi) (i = 1, 2,..., T(“)) and consider the 
l-loop system 2 with N = T(I) + ..* + 7(M) input terminals PoJ),..., 
jw1'),*.., j%4.+% arranged on a loop in the order indicated above. We use 
as state variables for 8, 
.!J 3 
Then 
the total number of requests waiting in the group of terminals 
{ F(;(Ysi)}i just prior to the j-th visit of the server (in 2). 
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LEMMA 2.2. (1) If the same input processes T-II’,~) are applied to the input 
terminals of 9 and 2 then 
,y,, _ , wg, i .@) - A-j_y)l If1 ;f S’“’ is not an input terminal 
/ w!“’ if S’“’ is an input terminal. 
(2) Let X’ be the subset of the input terminals of 9 03 the mainloop, and 
Y-’ the corresponding set in 8. If the input processes to the input terminals in 
f’ are delayed by one unit of time, the streams of requests enterin<? the output 
devices of 9 and 9 are identical. 
Remarks. When we only seek the stationary expected queue lengths in 
Ip (and 2) we may ignore the delays as they only influence the transient 
behavior of the system. 
The proof of Lemma 2.2 is essentially the same as that of Lemma 2. I and 
we omit the details. 
3. DEFINITION OF A R-Loop 
We now define a more general class of service systems. We shall distinguish 
between input terminals, into which requests external to the system enter and 
queue, and intermediate buffers through which these requests pass as they 
access the output device of the system. The overall service operation provided 
in these systems is the transfer of a request from its point of entry (an input 
terminal) to the output device of the system. 
DEFINITION 3.1. A simple loop system is a service system consisting of 
(a) a finite number, N, say, of input terminals (sources of service requests), 
(b) a single output device, and 
(c) a server of capacity C. 
The input terminals To),..., P’) are situated on a loop and visited by the 
server in the order indicated. Requests enter the system at the input terminals 
where they queue for service. The service operation is the transfer of requests 
from their points of entry to the output device. The server makes repeated 
tours of the IV terminals on the loop serving at most C requests during each 
tour. The capacity C is allocated to the N terminals according to the loop 
discipline. The class of generalized loop service systems is now defined 
inductivelv. 
DEFINITION 3.2. A l-loop system is a simple loop system. For k > 1 a 
k-loop system is a service system consisting of 
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(4 a finite number, M say, of stations So),..., S”) situated on a main- 
loop, 
(b) a single output device, and 
(c) a mainloop server of capacity C. 
Requests which enter the mainloop at the stations S(l),..., 2P’) are served 
according to the loop discipline by the mainloop server. The service operation 
is the transfer of such requests to the output device. A station S(j) is either 
(4 an input terminal, into which requests external to the system enter, or 
(e) the output device of a t,-loop system with 1 < tj < k, 
( f ) at least one station 5”‘) is the output device of a (k - 1)-loop system. 
If S(j) is the output device of a t,-loop system then we call this t,-loop system 
a component of the k-loop. The main loop of this component is a subloop of the 
k-loop. The subloops of the k-loop are all mainloops of the components of the 
k-loop together with their respective subloops. Each subloop of a k-loop has a 
server of capacity C. The mainloop and subloop servers serve according to 
the loop discipline and operate in synchronism; that is, thej-th tour of all of 
the servers begins at the same instant of time. The input terminals of a k-loop 
consist of all input terminals whether located on the mainloop or on some 
subloop. 
In a l-loop system a natural linear ordering of the input terminals is 
defined by their relative positions on the loop or equivalently the order in 
which they are visited by the server and we write T(l) < T@) < .*. < TcN) 
to indicate this ordering. If 2 is a k-loop with stations So),..., St”) then 
&yl' ( SW < . . . < p4' indicates the order in which the server visits 
these stations. 
DEFINITION 3.3. Let 2 be a k-loop with stations S(l) < ... < ,S”). 
The set of input terminals associated with S(j), 5(--(j) is defined by 
{W} if S”) is an input terminal 
pa = the input terminals of the otherwise. 
component having S’(j) as 
an output device 
Inductively we may assume that each J c(j) is linearly ordered; the terminals 
of 9 are then ordered consistently with S(l) < ..’ < S(M). 
We require one further notion. Each input terminal has some “distance” 
from the mainloop. We call this distance the rank of the terminal. The rank 
of a terminal is again defined inductively; if T is an input terminal in S(j) 
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(a tj-component loop of 9) then the rank of Tin 9 is 1 + the rank of T in 
this component. The rank of a mainloop terminal is 0. 
For a terminal of rank k, there are K intermediate buffers (output devices of 
subloops) through which the request must pass after entering the system and 
before accessing the output device of the system. 
DEFINITION 3.4. A nonnegative-integer-valued process 
x = (Xj :j = 1, 2,...} 
is called a stationary process with independent increments (an s.i.i. process) if 
(a) the random variables {Xj :j = 1, 2,...) are independent, and 
(b) the probability law Pr{Xj = k} is independent of j. 
A nonnegative-integer-valued process CV = {Yj : j = 1, 2,...1 is called a 
d-delayed s.i.i. process (d a nonnegative integer) if 
(c) 1, :m- 0 1 <j <d + 1, and 
(d) (r’j : j -: d + I,... 1 is an s.i.i. process. 
The pair (9, 9) consisting of a loop system with input processes 
$f _ ,p-(1) ,..., Y’ov)} to the N input terminals of 9 is called a loop process. 
Two loop processes (9,s) and (2,2?) are output equivalent if the sequences 
of requests entering their respective output devices are identical in time. 
4. THE EQUIVALENCE THEOREM 
Our main result is 
THEOREM 4.1. Let 9 be a k-loop system with input terminals 
T'l' < 'J'(2) << . . . < T(‘y) having ranks r(l),..., By ordered as given. Assume 
%(I),..., Y(.V) are independent s.i.i. input processes. Then the l-loop system 2 
consisting of 
(a) input terminals T(l) < ... < 5?(N) with 
(b) input processes S-(j) delayed by r(j) units of time is output equivalent 
to 9. 
Pyoof. The proof is by induction on k the case k == 2 contained in Lemma 
2.2. 
By the induction hypothesis we may replace each S(j) which is the output 
device of a t-loop with t 3 2 by an equivalent l-loop with suitably delayed 
input processes. The input processes to the M mainloop stations remain 
unchanged and consequently 9’ is output equivalent to a 2-100~ system. 
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Note that the induction hypothesis shows that in the replacement process an 
input terminal off the mainloop is delayed by its (rank in 9) - 1. Finally, 
this 2-100~ is output equivalent to a l-loop by Lemma 2.2 with the proper 
delays ascribed to the input terminals and this completes the proof. 
The equivalence theorem provides an aIgorithm for calculating the 
expected queue length at all buffers and input terminals. When 9 is a 
k-loop with tz = 1 this result is contained in [l]. If k = 2 it follows from 
Lemma 2.2. Suppose then that k > 2; we first determine the expected queue 
lengths at the terminals and buffers on the mainloop. For this purpose we 
replace (by the equivalence theorem) each such buffer by the output device 
of a l-loop. The resulting 2-100~ system enjoys the property that the queue 
length at each device on the mainloop is the same as in the original K-loop. 
By Lemma 2.2 these expected queue lengths are then determined. The 
expected queue lengths at devices not on the mainloop are calculated by 
reapplying this algorithm to the components of the K-loop. 
As an example, Fig. 5 shows the variation of the expected queue lengths in a 
2-loop system. 
FIG. 5. Example: C = 1, N = 32 terminals. Input processes Poisson with 
identical parameter A = 0.025. System utilization 0.8. Stationary expected queue 
length indicated at each terminal and buffer. 
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5. EXTENSION 
There exists a second basic configuration which can be used as a building 
block for the type of service systems which we have been considering; the 
star system of Fig. 6. The (simple) star service system consists of input 
terminals which access a common buffer (the output device of the star). 
Requests queue in the buffer according to their order of arrival. The star 
FIG. 6. A simple star system. 
differs from the loop in that each terminal is provided with a separate access 
to the output device in the former, while in the latter they share a common 
access. We can consider service systems whose constituent parts are loops 
and stars. We distinguish two ways in which the star network can appear: 
(1) a simple star network in which all requests originate at input terminals 
(Fig. 6); and 
(2) a star network in which some requests may originate as the output 
processes of other star and/or loop configurations (Fig. 7). 
FIG. 7. A star-loop system. 
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The simple star network is output equivalent to a loop system with a 
single station whose input process is the “sum” (or superposition) of the 
given input processes. The second kind of star network also has an output 
equivalent. For the example given in Fig. 7, the equivalent is shown in Fig. 8. 
The equivalence theorem and the algorithm are valid muds mutundis. 
FIG. 8. Output equivalent to Fig. 7. 
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